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This set of notes supplements my notes "The reduced inverse refined Eulerian
polynomials and associated arrays" (RIREP) by defining an Appell Sheffer polynomial sequence

with parameter that specialize

1) with to the celebrated the  Bell / Scherk / Touchard / exponential binomial Sheffer

polynomials , a.k.a the Stirling polynomials of the second kind of
OEIS A048993 (cf. also A008277), integral to the analysis in RIREP (see the appendix);

2) with and to the double convolved Bell binomial Sheffer polynomials

of A135494 (see the appendix);

3) with to the polynomials of A124324 in RIREP, whose diagonals give the
coefficients of the polynomials of A112493, closely associated with the reduced refined inverse

Eulerian polynomials with the variants , , and in
RIREP;

and

4) with to the associated Bell polynomials of A008299, whose diagonals give

the coefficients of the Ward polynomials A134991, the polynomials in RIREP.

Define the Appell Bell sequence of polynomials via the exponential generating
function (e.g.f.)

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/08/18/the-reduced-inverse-refined-eulerian-polynomials-and-associated-arrays/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/08/18/the-reduced-inverse-refined-eulerian-polynomials-and-associated-arrays/
https://oeis.org/A048993
https://oeis.org/A008277
https://oeis.org/A135494
https://oeis.org/A124324
https://oeis.org/A112493
https://oeis.org/A008299
https://oeis.org/A134991


.

This is a specialization of the composition partition polynomials of A036040, the generalized Bell
/ Faa di Bruno polynomials, a.k.a. the refined Stirling polynomials of the second kind

, with and otherwise, and, therefore, the
inherit combinatorial interpretations from these composition polynomials.

From the Taylor series expansion above, the first few polynomials, an Appell Sheffer sequence
in parametrized by , are
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(Check: should have .)

In terms of the Bell polynomials,
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The first few Appells evaluated at give the polynomials
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whose e.g.f. is

https://oeis.org/A036040
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Evaluating at gives
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with e.g.f.

.

____________________________________________________________________________

A binomial diff op generator and the raising / creation and lowering / destruction /
annihilation operators for

The binomial diff op that generates the Appells is

,

the inverse diff op is

,

and the raising op, defined by,



is

,

incorporating the finite difference op .

The lowering op for any Appell sequence is , so
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Spot checks:
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Associated diff eq and trajectory

The associated diff eq for any Appell sequence is easily derived through umbral maneuvers as
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giving the specific diff eq that the e.g.f. curve for the Appell Bell polynomials must satisfy as

with
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A slight modification of the derivation of the diff eq:
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Appendix:

For easy reference, again
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The Bell binomial Sheffer polynomials of A048993:

The e.g.f. Is

https://oeis.org/A048993


.

The double convolved Bell binomial Sheffer polynomials of
A135494:

The e.g.f. Is
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Then

gives
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so, for ,

https://oeis.org/A135494
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Spot checks:
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Raising and lowering ops and much other detail for these binomial Sheffer sequences are
available in their respective OEIS entries.

All binomial Sheffer sequences can be regarded as specializations of the three sets of refined
composition partition polynomials--the refined Stirling polynomials of the second kind of
A036040, a.k.a. the Faa di Bruno - general Bell partition polynomials; the refined Stirling
polynomials of the first kind of A036039, a.k.a. the cycle index polynomials of the symmetric
groups ; and the refined Lah polynomials of A130561.

https://oeis.org/A036040
https://oeis.org/A036039
https://oeis.org/A130561

